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IDENTIFICATION OF PARAMETERS USED FOR MODELLING ACOUSTICS

OF POROUS MEDIA

T. G. Zieliński

Institute of Fundamental Technological Research, Warsaw, Poland

1. Introduction

There are several widely-used acoustic models of porous media, starting from that simple,

purely phenomenological, model proposed by Delany and Bazely, and finishing with semi-pheno-

menological propositions of Johnson et al., combined with the ones of Champoux and Allard, with

some important variations proposed by Pride, Lafarge, and others [1]. All these models use some av-

erage macroscopic parameters, namely: the total porosity and flow resistivity (or permeability) – for

the Delany-Bazely model – which are supplemented by the average tortuosity of pores and their char-

acteristic dimensions – in the case of more advanced semi-phenomenological models. These models

allow to describe the acoustic wave propagation in porous media in a wide frequency range, provided

that the skeleton is rigid. However, using some formulas derived for these models with the Biot’s the-

ory of poroelasticity permits to describe correctly sound propagation in soft porous materials. Thus,

the determination of the above-mentioned parameters is very important. For direct, experimental mea-

surements specialistic equipment is required, different for various parameters. Therefore, an inverse

identification based on curves of, for example, acoustic impedance or absorption (measured for sam-

ples of known thickness) can be used to estimate the model parameters. In this work, it will be shown

that knowledge of micro-structural geometry of porous medium is very helpful to validate correct

estimation. Moreover, a periodic microscopic cell consisting of a few pores representing an average

morphology of porous ceramics is proposed to serve for numerical analyses to estimate permeability

parameters. The concurrence of such micro-scale derivation and inverse identification is discussed.

2. Inverse identification and microstructural analysis

Samples of porous ceramics Al2O3, with the known total porosity of 90%, are examined in the

impedance tube using the transfer function method, in the frequency range from 500 Hz to 6.4 kHz.

Experimentally-determined curves of acoustic impedance and absorption are then used for an inverse

identification of the remaining model parameters, namely: tortuosity α, viscous and thermal perme-

abilities, k0 and k′

0
, and two characteristic lengths – for viscous and thermal effects, Λ and Λ′. To this

end, five dimensionless parameters, p1,. . . ,p5, are defined in some relation with the model parameters

and then, an optimization procedure with appropriate constraints is carried out, in order to match the

curves measured experimentally with the ones calculated from the equations of the Johnson-Allard

model [1]. As a matter of fact, some experimental data are used for the determination of parameters

while the other data – obtained for another sample of the same porous ceramics, yet having different

height – serve for the validation purposes. The absorption curves, obtained for two samples of differ-

ent height, namely, h = 18mm and h = 24mm, are shown in Figure 1(a). Figure 1(b) presents the

identified values of the five dimensionless parameters, whereas the corresponding initial and identi-

fied values of model parameters are given in Table 1. It is observed that the identified characteristic

length for thermal effects corresponds very well to the average radius of pores, whereas the charac-

teristic length for viscous forces is similar with the average radius of “windows” linking the pores (cf.

also 2Λ = 127µm and 2Λ′ = 581µm from Table 1 with, respectively: 113µm and 529 µm found

in Table 1 in [2]). This is a very important agreement which validates the results of identification.
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